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Hardware & Accessories

Thresholds

X 36 through 72
Standard Door Threshold
Extruded aluminum thresholds are machined to fit the type of door, size and type of hinge or pivot. They are furnished standard with the door unless specified otherwise. Standard thresholds are 1/2” in height and are beveled to the floor on both sides to provide easy access for wheelchairs and strollers.

P 1275, 1276, & 1277
Weathersweep
Vinyl weathersweep is screw applied to the bottom of the door with concealed fasteners on the mounting strip. Cut to fit doors up to 4'-0" in width. Finish to match door. Complementary threshold E 2058 may be ordered separately.

Miscellaneous

P 1580
Electric Strike
Provides remote electrical control for doors equipped with P 1421 latchlocks, and lever or knob-set operators. Electrical actuation unlocks the strike jaw, releasing the latchbolt, and allowing the door to be opened without operating the latch.

Requires 24 volt AC current. Transformer and related wiring are not included. See our P1421 latchlock and accessories.